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in addition to his work on taiwan, dr. rigger has also published extensively on asian politics. his first book, negotiating cross-strait relations in asia: economic development, security, and culture (mcgraw-hill 2004) won the american political science
association's best book award. the tiger leading the dragon: how taiwan propelled chinas economic rise (2021) received the booklist editors choice award for best cross-national/transnational analysis. his work has appeared in the journal of asian studies, the

journal of taiwanese studies, the taiwan studies journal, and the journal of cross-strait studies. ive written two academic books on taiwans domestic politics -- politics in taiwan: voting for democracy (routledge 1999) and from opposition to power: taiwans
democratic progressive party (lynne rienner publishers 2001) as well as two books for general readers why taiwan matters: small island, global powerhouse (2011) and the tiger leading the dragon: how taiwan propelled chinas economic rise (2021). ive

published articles on taiwans domestic politics, the national identity issue in taiwan-china relations, generational politics in taiwan, and related topics. ive also published items in the washington post monkey cage blog. professor rigger explores taiwan-china
relations from the 1950s through the 2000s, describing both the social and political sides of the relationship. he highlights taiwan-china relations as the defining issue of the twenty-first century. the evolution of the relationship has been a process of

accommodation and compromise on both sides, and much of the writing in the book explores the challenges facing both sides as they seek to navigate an ever-changing and often-cognitively difficult political landscape. professor rigger explores the evolution
of taiwan-china relations, specifically in terms of the relationship between china and taiwan, as well as the relationship between taiwan and the united states. professor rigger also looks at taiwan-china relations through the lens of china and the united states,

to determine how a close relationship between taiwan and china would impact china-us relations. professor rigger concludes that taiwan-china relations have been a political struggle between the two countries, but that it is possible to work through the
political difficulties and have a positive and mutually beneficial relationship between the two countries. but the biggest hurdle facing the two nations is the desire of both nations to take sides in the u.s. political struggle, and this would result in a new cold war-

style relationship between the united states and china. professor rigger argues that this is the true risk of taiwan-china cooperation, and that it would be better for the two nations to have a cooperative relationship, but not a political one.
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this book brings all of this to the tabletop, providing a wide variety
of options for characters who wield a lightsaber. the book features
detailed information on construction, combat, and utilities. from

the lightsaber itself to the harness, the lightsaber hilt and
attachments, and the lightsaber blades, the rules and stats are
presented in a very accessible and intuitive format. the rigger
black book covers all the vehicles you find in the pages of star

wars in all their forms, and then some. the rigger black book also
contains many new vehicles and creatures - such as the rigger

mudcat, the starrigger, a new breed of sienar's pachyderms, a new
breed of rachyn's, new species of creatures such as the echinoid,
the rancor, the new breed of vong's, the new breed of sha's, the
new breed of trade's, and the rigger mudcat. the second book in

donovans books of top five, arena rigging is a comprehensive
treatise on rigging in the entertainment, theatre, and sports

industries. hundreds of drawings and photographs, accompanied
by detailed instructions and a large number of formulas, combine

to produce a well-organized reference that is user-friendly and
provides the information a rigger needs. this book has gained a

huge following since its original release, and is now considered the
best reference for those who work in the rigging arena. harry

donovan s rigger's locker is a classic of reference that contains
more than 2,000 pages of rigging theory and practice. it was

originally published in england in the 1960s, and has since been
republished in the united states, and has had several updates,

including an 8th edition that appeared in 2013. this book is a must-
have for any rigging enthusiast, and is probably the most popular

rigging book in print today. it has been used by thousands of
riggers for more than 40 years and is the bible of many of the

industry s top riggers and fabricators. 5ec8ef588b
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